
Xtreme Cooling Accessory Guide          

XPC Model Description 
Shipping 
Weight 

Shipping  
Dimensions 
W x D x H 

XC-TILE12 

XC-14A WARM AIR DISCHARGE KIT  
Application: Provides easy removal of heat from condenser discharge into building return air plenum. 
Contents: Kit includes 2’ x 2’ ceiling tile, 12” x 8’ flexible duct, duct tie, and instructions. 
Connection: The 12” duct end is preassembled to the ceiling tile. Flared end connects directly the XC-14A 
condenser exhaust with the included duct tie.  

8 LBS 26” x 26” x 6” 

XC-TILE16 

XC-22A/XC-30A WARM AIR DISCHARGE KIT  
Application: Provides easy removal of heat from condenser discharge into building return air plenum. 
Contents: Kit includes 2’ x 2’ ceiling tile, 16” x 8’ flexible duct, (2) duct ties, and instructions.  
Connection: The 16” duct end is preassembled to the ceiling tile. Flared end to connect directly the XC-22A or XC-
30A condenser exhaust with the included duct ties.   

9 LBS 26” x 26” x 6” 

XC-PUMP1 

XC-14A CONDENSATE PUMP KIT  
Application: The condensate pump kit is used when emptying the standard tank is not convenient. The pump allows 
the condensate to be discharged to a sink, drain line, or larger reservoir.  
Contents: Kit includes 120VAC condensate pump, quick connect cable, 20’ tubing, mounting hardware, and 
installation instructions.  
Connection: The standard tank is removed, and the pump is mounted in the tank compartment. Electrical power is 
supplied via the quick connect cable from XC-14A unit. The condensate pump can operate 24 hours a day / 7 days a 
week and has a built in safety switch to shutoff the XC-14A if needed.  

                                      5  LBS 9” x 7.8” x 5.9” 

XC-PUMP2 

XC-22A / XC-30A CONDENSATE PUMP KIT  
Application: The condensate pump kit is used when emptying the standard tank is not convenient. The pump allows 
the condensate to be discharged to a sink, drain line, or larger reservoir.  
Contents: Kit includes 120VAC condensate pump, quick connect cable, 20’ tubing, mounting hardware, and 
installation instructions.  
Connection: The standard tank is removed, and the pump is mounted in the tank compartment. Electrical power is 
supplied via the quick connect cable from XC unit. The condensate pump can operate 24 hours a day / 7 days a 
week and has a built in safety switch to shutoff the XC-22A or XC-30A if needed.  

5 LBS 9” x 7.8” x 5.9”

XC-FL12 

XC-14A EXHAUST FLANGE 

Application: For use in portable applications to connect 12” duct when the warm air discharge kit is not practical. 

Contents: 12” reducing flange, mounting hardware, and installation instructions. 

Connection: The 12” reducing flange mounts directly to the top of the XC-14A over the condenser exhaust grill with 

the hardware provided. 12” ducting attaches to the flange. 

9 LBS 14.9” x 12.5” x 14.9” 

XC-FL16 

XC-22A / XC-30A EXHAUST FLANGE 

Application: For use in portable applications to connect 16” duct when the warm air discharge kit is not practical. 

Contents: 16” reducing flange, mounting hardware, and installation instructions. 

Connection: The 16” reducing flange mounts directly to the top of the XC-22A or XC-30A over the condenser 

exhaust grill with the hardware provided. 16” ducting attaches to the flange. 

11 LBS 19.6” x 12.5” x 19.6” 

Xtreme value, Xtreme performance, Xtreme reliability 

XC-ADPT1 

XC-14A CONDENSER PLENUM 

Application: Used when air for the condenser is needed from a different location to prevent a vacuum from forming 

in a small room. Often used in conjunction with the warm air discharge kit. 

Contents: condenser plenum, mounting hardware, and installation instructions. 

Connection: The condenser plenum mounts directly to the side of the XC-14A over the condenser intake filter with 

the hardware provided. 12” ducting attaches to the top of the plenum. 

12 LBS 13.4” x 14.6” x 21.7” 

XC-ADPT2 

XC-22A / XC-30A CONDENSER PLENUM 

Application: Used when air for the condenser is needed from a different location to prevent a vacuum from forming 

in a small room. Often used in conjunction with the warm air discharge kit. 

Contents: condenser plenum, mounting hardware, and installation instructions. 

Connection: The condenser plenum mounts directly to the rear of the XC-22A or XC-30A over the condenser intake 

filter with the hardware provided. 16” ducting attaches to the top of the plenum. 

17 LBS 15” x 22.4” x 25.2” 

XC-FL12 
EXHAUST FLANGE 

FOR XC-14A 

XC-FL16 
EXHAUST FLANGE 

FOR XC-22A & XC-30A 

XC-PUMP1 or XC-PUMP2 
CONDENSATE PUMP KIT 

XC-TILE12 or XC-TILE16 
WARM AIR DISCHARGE KIT 

XC-ADPT1 or XC-ADPT2 
CONDENSER PLENUM  


